
 GoGophr is an innovative digital library which is built by searching across the 

web using major search engines and building your own portal with the best of 

content on the concerned subject matter. 

 This innovative product is a perfect example of tying technology and data together and being able to search through 

the extensive resources available on the world wide web. Because of the powerful searching and data harnessing 

capabilities this product is ought to be used by millions of users in the coming future.  

The Challenge – Why did we do it? 

The heart of this product is its technologies which empower it to soar beyond 

the capabilities of any other product available online. This has been built using 

Java as the server side technology and Angular as the front-end technology. The 

main motive of the product was to enable the user to build their own searches 

using keywords and being able to search across search engines / sources of 

their choice. The product should also allow users to be able to filter their based 

upon latest data. Once the search has been carried, user should be able to 

publish the relevant data to their portal and also be able to edit these search 

results. Not only this, user could also post their own articles / content by either 

putting it together from scratch or fetching from another source and then 

editing as per their requirements. 

 

Our Solution – What did we do? 

 

As per the main idea behind the Gophr product, the screen layouts were designed and 

functionality was written down. The main search module and related screens were carefully 

designed to provide with the best of user experience. Each screen was built from scratch and 

was to be functional in all types of devices – desktop, tablets and mobile.  

As per the initial requirements, we took one screen at a time and raised many queries / questions to the client so that 

the end deliverable was seamless and met the main goal of the product. 

Technousa carried out detailed analysis of each requirement / screen and provided sufficient information so that the UI 

designer could produce the pixel perfect PSDs and their corresponding responsive HTML5 / CSS3. Meanwhile the java 

expert built the server side modules required to carry out various functions of the product. The project used Maven and 

Jetty for deploying the final product. Once the HTMLs were ready, they were handed over to the Angular expert who 

integrated the HTML and the server side web services by creating appropriate hooks and using the many advanced 

features of angular to deliver a very superior end product.  



The most significant modules / functionally that were worked upon by Technousa as part of this project is mentioned 

below: 

 Search Page / Engine– The involved some main steps: 

 Each user being able to create their portal having a title, portal image, etc.  

 User could carry out search based on keywords, time frame within which results were to be fetched and the 

sources from which data was to be fetched. 

 Once the search results were returned, user could publish the desired results to their portal. 

 User could also carry out multiple searches and publish to the current or any other portal created previously 

as per relevance. 

 The functionality also allowed the user to edit some parts of the articles fetched through search results. 

 User could remove content from portal or search results as per their requirements. 

 All the content published to the respective portals was saved to the database. 

 The user could also create new articles and publish them to a portal. The new article functionality allowed to 

created an article from scratch or edit an article from a particular URL source by fetching its content and 

allowing the user to edit it in an editor. 

 The home page of the website consisted of various portals under various heads like recent portals, trending 

portals, etc. User to navigate to the respective portal by clicking on it. 

 Each article on a portal could be accessed through its detail page which again had the provision for editing, 

deleting, publishing an article. User could navigate to other detail page of other articles also. The article list 

navigation on article detail page allowed the user to know, which content was new and which was read / 

unread. 

 The user could also manage their own profile as well as view list of all the portals created by them. 

 Apart from the above, we also developed keyword based search functionality which looks up all the articles / 

portals in the website’s database to get the search results. 





Our Process – How did we do it? 

 

 

The Results and the Benefits 

The GoGophr is an innovative product both in terms of functionality and technology. It uses best of both to provide a 

product that is much ahead of today and would allow its users to build their own content by creating searches that 

best suits their requirements. The end users of the system have been highly pleased with the capabilities of the 

system and we are sure that the number of users for GoGophr are going to reach its first million really fast as it is 

revolution that harnesses the search engines to built the best of the content. 



Contact Us 

 

To know how we can do more for your business, contact us at any of the following: 

Company Address 
317,417 Pearl’s Corporate, W Mall, Mangalam Place,  
Sector-3, Rohini, 
New Delhi – 110085. 

 Phone 

India: +91 011 47097432 
            +91 011 47016226 

USA : 001 (716-941-7348) 

UK and Europe: +44-020-3002-7885 

 Email sales@technousa.com 

 

 


